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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

This  work  aimed  to quantify  air side contaminants  during  Solid  Oxide  Fuel  Cell  (SOFC)  testing  in stack
configuration.  Post-analyses  of  a long-term  test  have  shown  that  performance  degradation  was  mainly
due  to  cathode  pollutants  originated  upstream  of  the  cell,  therefore  their  source  identification  is  crucial.
The  compressed  air system,  feeding  the  airflow  to  the  cathode,  was  investigated  by filtering  and  subse-
quent  chemical  analysis  of  the  filters.  Hot-air-sampling  was  redone  in  situ  at the  cathode  air  entry  during
a new  test  run  to assess  the  contaminant  concentrations  in  air in SOFC  test  conditions.  In addition,  the
behavior  of  SOFC  proximal  system  components,  i.e. alloy  oxidation,  was  characterized  separately.

Besides  the  investigation  of silicon  and  sulfur  contamination,  the  present  work  focused  on  chromium
from  high-temperature  alloys  used  in  Balance-of-Plant  (BoP)  components  in direct  contact  with  the
airflow.  Concentrations  of  volatile  Cr-species  under  SOFC  testing  conditions  were compared  to Cr-
ilicon
ulfur

accumulation  on  the tested  cell  as  well  as to  Cr-evaporation  rates  from  BoP  alloys,  which  were  individually
characterized  regarding  oxidation  behavior.  Evaporated  Cr  quantities  were  found  to saturate  the  air  with
Cr-vapors  at  the  cathode  air-inlet,  as  confirmed  by the  in-situ  measurement  of volatile  species  in  the  hot
airflow, and  correlate  well  to  accumulated  Cr in  the cell  after  long  term  testing.

The  results  of  this  study  suggest  guidelines  to reduce  air side  contamination  from  exogenous  sources

in SOFC  stacks.

. Introduction

In the present context of global warming and increased energy
emand, efficiency in energy conversion with minimal environ-
ental impact is a major issue. Direct conversion of chemical

nergy into electrical energy can be achieved using Fuel Cells.
igh system efficiency, especially when operated in combined heat
nd power generation (CHP), and manageable fuel flexibility are
xpected from Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs).

Stationary SOFC-CHP-units have lifetime requirements exceed-
ng 40,000 h. Device longevity over such a time-scale imposes on
OFC components to withstand endogenous degradation effects,
nd in particular contamination by pollutant species generated in
tack and system components, as well as supplied from external

ources.

In a previous study, a 200 cm2 anode-supported cell was
ested in repeat-element configuration over 1900 h at 800 ◦C,

∗ Corresponding author at: EPFL-IGM-LENI, Station 9, Ch-1015 Lausanne,
witzerland. Tel.: +41 21 693 4827; fax: +41 21 693 3502.

E-mail address: andreas.schuler@epfl.ch (J.A. Schuler).

378-7753/$ – see front matter ©  2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

showing a degradation rate of 1% kh−1, on a dedicated test bench,
allowing locally-resolved studies of performance degradation.
Localized X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and scanning/transmission
electron microscopy–energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(SEM/TEM–EDS) post-test investigations, combined with
impedance spectroscopy deconvolution, allowed to pinpoint
the origin of local performance degradation, i.e. mainly pollution
contamination of the cathode by chromium (Cr), silicon (Si) and
sulfur (S). The distribution of impurities on the cathode surface
indicated SOFC proximal system components, located upstream
the airflow, to be at the origin of volatile contaminants [1,2].

Contamination effects on the durability of SOFC during stack
testing were revealed by numerous authors [3–7]. Repeat-element
compounds such as metallic interconnects (MICs) are known as
possible cathode pollutant sources [8].  Balance-of-Plant (BoP)
elements can generate additional contamination [9]. Finally the
quality of laboratory air has been mentioned to act on cathode
performance [6,10].  However, localization and quantification of air

side contaminants is generally insufficient in SOFC testing to ensure
controlled operating environments and thereby isolate the studied
processes from overlapping effects complicating the interpretation
of results.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.10.058
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:andreas.schuler@epfl.ch
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.10.058
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In the present work, the behavior of SOFC proximal system com-
onents, especially the oxidation behavior of BoP alloys, is related
o identification and quantification of major pollutant species in
ost-test studies, as well as to in situ measurements of contaminant
oncentrations on the air side of a SOFC stack.

. Methods

This work presents a three-level analysis of air side contamina-
ions in SOFC testing. Indeed, as illustrated in Fig. 1, contaminants
ehicled by the airflow were sampled at different locations in the
est bench, i.e. by filtering the compressed air at ambient temper-
ture, sampling the hot air at stack temperature and by analyzing
ontaminant accumulation in the cathode from post-test exper-
ments. Moreover, focus is given on Cr-containing heat-resistant
lloys from the BoP part of the test bench, which are in contact
ith the hot air flow, and from which evaporation of contaminant

pecies is expected.

. Experimental

Samples for post-test analyses were taken from an anode-
upported repeat-element, including a composite strontium doped
anthanum manganite (LSM)–yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) cath-
de, a strontium doped lanthanum cobaltite (LSC) current
ollection layer (CCL) and a gas diffusion layer (GDL) made of
OFConnexTM, which has been tested over 1900 h at 800 ◦C [2].

The samples were immersed in hot nitric acid to dissolve
erovskite cathode layers. The solution was analyzed for Cr-
ontent with a PerkinElmer-AAnalyst400 (Winlab32 software)
tomic absorption spectrometer (AAS), calibrated with standards.
fter dissolution, zirconia remnants were observed both by XRF,
erformed on a Fischer Xan system and equipped with WinFam
oftware, and with a FEI-SEM coupled to an EDS-analyzer with

 silicon-drift detector from Oxford Instruments combined to Inca
oftware.

The hot gas sampling was performed using an adapted ver-
ion of the liquid quench method described by Koebel and Elsener
11]. This was done by pumping the gas during 12 h through a
apillary, placed at the air-inlet localization of the cathode, at a
ampling flow rate of 1 l min−1 from a 20 l min−1 770 ◦C airflow.
olatile contaminants, present in the hot air, were condensated in
n acidic solution, which was analyzed for Cr, Si and S contents on

 PerkinElmer-Optima3300DV inductively coupled plasma optical
mission spectrometer (ICP-OES), calibrated with standards.

The quality of laboratory air was analyzed by SEM–EDS obser-
ations of sub-micron syringe filters placed in the compressed air
tream during several days at a flow rate of 15 l min−1. The air is
ehumidified at 3 ◦C under 10 bar pressure and its water content is

onfirmed as 5% relative humidity (RH) at 25 ◦C with a hygrometer,
ype MIK  3000 from Refco.

Oxidation behavior of BoP alloys, including austenitic steels,
rades 1.4849, 1.4828 and Incoloy 800, was characterized by

ig. 1. Schematic drawing of SOFC gas supply. Focus is here on the air-side: the
aboratory air stems from a compressed air system; heat-exchangers and tubing
lements from the BoP feed the cathode with hot air; hot air sampling is done at
he  cathode air-inlet; post-test analysis of these regions is mainly done by SEM/EDS
bservations.
ources 196 (2011) 7225– 7231

SEM–EDS measurements on surfaces and polished cross-sections
after oxidizing alloy samples at 800 ◦C for different durations.

4. Approach

Under oxidizing conditions, Cr-containing high temperature
alloys form chromium rich oxide scales on their surface, i.e.
mainly Cr2O3 chromia and (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel phases [12,13]. When
exposed to flowing gases, the oxide scale growth is dictated by the
mass transfer in the gas boundary layer as well as by the oxidation
behavior of the considered alloy [14,15]. In stagnant atmosphere,
the oxide scale growth follows a parabolic law according to Wag-
ner’s theory of oxidation: dominated by diffusion, it is given by
[16–18]:

dX

dt
= kp

X
; X =

√
2kpt (1)

where X [cm] is the scale thickness, kp [cm2 s−1] is the parabolic
oxidation constant, evaluated from experiments in stagnant air, and
t [s] the time.

When exposed to flowing gases, the Wagner’s parabolic growth
rate can be corrected [15,19] by an evaporation factor kev [cm s−1]
which depends locally on the mass transfer properties of the flow,
on the difference between the partial pressure of the evaporated
species at the oxide scale surface and the one in the gas stream, and
consequently on the thermodynamic equilibrium of the vaporiza-
tion reaction:

dX

dt
= kp

X
− kev (2)

When the oxide scale growth reaches a steady state, the above
equation becomes

kp

XSS
= kev (3)

where XSS [cm] is the steady state thickness, determined from sam-
ples exposed to flowing gases. The steady-state Cr evaporation rate
JCr [g cm−2 s−1] from an oxidized alloy in a non-saturated gas can
thus be estimated from thickness measurements using the follow-
ing equation:

JCr = 3MO�Cr2O3

MCr2O3

× kp

XSS
(4)

where MCr2O3 [g mol−1] is the molar mass of chromia and MO the
one for oxygen; �Cr2O3 [g cm−3] is the density of chromia, which
equals 5.2 g cm−3.

Volatile Cr species – CrO3 in dry air and both CrO3/CrO2(OH)2 in
humid air – evaporate from Cr-containing oxide scales at high tem-
perature. By increasing the water vapor concentration in air, the
oxyhydroxide CrO2(OH)2 species becomes dominant and its con-
centration increases [20–22].  Cr6+ gaseous species are generated
according to the following oxidation equations:

Cr2O3(s) + 3/2O2(g) ↔ 2CrO3(g) (5)

Cr2O3(s) + 3/2O2(g) + 2H2O(g) ↔ 2CrO2(OH)2(g) (6)

Along the flow through the different BoP components, the gas
stream becomes progressively saturated by the evaporated species,
reaching possibly the maximal saturation (i.e. the equilibrium par-
tial pressure) for the conditions existing at the cathode air-inlet of
the SOFC.

Considerable disagreement is found in literature for the estima-
tion of equilibrium partial pressures [23]. The present work uses

data from Wuillemin [24], who  extracted thermodynamic data for
both Cr-vapor species from the literature.

For CrO3, the equilibrium partial pressure pCrO3 can be calcu-
lated [24], using an equilibrium constant, KCrO3 , fitted on data from
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Fig. 2. Cr,Mn-containing oxide scale (dark grey) formed on Incoloy 800 alloy (light
grey) after 500 h oxidation at 800 ◦C observed by SEM on a polished cross-section.
A  continuous Si-rich sub-scale layer appears for this oxidation time (dark phase).

in Fig. 4.
A correlation between Cr content in the cathode (18 �g cm−2

for cathode and CCL for 1 kh) and degradation (1% kh−1) can be
done, neglecting other contamination effects similar to other stud-

Table 1
Steady-state oxide scale thickness, parabolic growth rates and corresponding evapo-
ration rates, calculated from the oxidation study of grades 1.4828, 1.4849 and Incoloy
800 alloys.
J.A. Schuler et al. / Journal of Po

bbinghaus [20], which is consistent with results from Gindorf et al.
21]:

CrO3 = KCrO3 × p3/4
O2

(7)

og KCrO3 = −12235.38 × T−1 + 3.01 (8)

here pO2 [atm] is the oxygen partial pressure and T [K] the
emperature. For the oxyhydroxide species CrO2(OH)2 data from
tanislowski et al. [23], which is in relatively good agreement with
hose from Opila et al. [14], was used to determine the equilibrium
onstant [24]:

CrO2(OH)2
= KCrO2(OH)2

× pH2O × p3/4
O2

(9)

og KCrO2(OH)2
= −2978.43 × T−1 − 1.96 (10)

In the following analyses, the experimentally determined
mount of Cr-vapors transported in the air stream is compared
o the values that could be evaluated using the non-saturation
ypothesis (Eq. (4))  and the ones given by thermodynamic equi-

ibrium calculations (Eqs. (7) and (9)).

. Results and discussion

.1. Cr contamination

Accumulations of Cr, on the air side of the cell tested over 1900 h,
ere determined using AAS by measuring Cr-concentrations from
ost-test samples of the cell taken at different positions along the
ir-flow. An average value of 35 �g Cr per cm2 of active area was
ound in cathode and CCL layers of the repeat-element. This corre-
ponded to a total Cr accumulation of 38 mg  for the 200 cm2 cell,
ncluding cathode, CCL and GDL, taking into account the total sur-
ace exposed to the airflow and assuming that all Cr entering the
athode compartment is trapped therein [1,2].

Cr-contamination stemming from the MIC  was  avoided in this
est by an effective protective coating [2]. Accumulation of Cr was

ainly observed in the air-inlet regions of the cathode, suggesting
r-contamination from upstream system components. Knowing
he surface area of BoP alloys exposed to the hot air-flux (784 cm2),
he total Cr accumulation would correspond to an average Cr evap-
ration rate from BoP alloys of 7 × 10−11 kg m−2 s−1.

Volatile Cr quantification in the hot air flux was  enabled by
ot air in situ sampling followed by chemical analysis. A con-
entration of 12 ppb (�g m−3) volatile Cr in the hot air flux was
stablished, which would correspond to an accumulation of 28 mg
r in the cell for 1900 h of operation. Knowing the air-flux rate
nd the exposed alloy surface, one obtains an evaporation rate of

 × 10−11 kg m−2 s−1. Both Cr-accumulation and evaporation rate
re therefore well within the same order of magnitude.

Cr evaporation from BoP alloys exposed to the hot air flux was
urther estimated from oxidation experiments performed on metal
oupons. A SEM picture of a polished cross-section of an Incoloy
00 sample oxidized at 800 ◦C over 500 h is given in Fig. 2.

The layered structure includes, from bottom to top, the base
lloy (light grey) with alumina Al2O3 inclusions (dark spots), a
ilicon-rich sub-scale layer (dark) and a Cr,Mn-containing oxide
cale (dark grey). A scale thickness X = 3.5 �m is measured; the
hickness evolution with time, for all three alloys, is reported in
ig. 3.

As BoP alloys from the test bench had been operated for several
h before this work, steady-state thicknesses XSS at longer oxidation
imes were extrapolated from these results, and are reported in

able 1. The growth rates kp and the evaporation rates JCr were
alculated, by making the hypothesis of non-saturation of the air
y Cr-vapor species (Eq. (4)), and are consistent with results from
he literature [22,23].
Fig. 3. Oxide scale thickness evolution with time for 1.4828, 1.4849 and Incoloy 800
alloys. Steady-state thickness of 2.2, 5.1 and 4.2 �m, respectively for these alloys,
result from scale thickness extrapolation at longer oxidation times.

From this data, a mean evaporation rate was calculated to
13 × 10−11 kg m−2 s−1 for the exposed alloy surfaces. However, this
evaluation, using the non-saturation hypothesis, over-estimates
Cr-evaporation. Indeed, thermodynamic equilibrium calculations
give saturation pressures of 6 × 10−10 and 8 × 10−9 (atm) for CrO3
and CrO2(OH)2, respectively, at the cathode air-inlet. This would
correspond to a Cr-evaporation rate of 4.3 × 10−11 kg m−2 s−1. In
other words, Cr-containing BoP components saturate the hot air
with volatile Cr-species.

As filtering the compressed air before the hot air zone (ana-
lyzing air-filters before the BoP) revealed no presence of Cr,
Cr-evaporation from BoP alloys should equal Cr-concentrations in
the hot air flux as well as Cr-accumulation in the cell. Indeed, the
amount of Cr was found to be in the same order of magnitude for
all three analysis-locations; this result is graphically summarized
1.4828 1.4849 Incoloy 800

Scale thickness, XSS [�m] 2.2 5.1 4.2
Growth rate, kp [cm2 s−1] × 10−14 1.3 2.8 3.6
Evaporation rate, JCr [kg m−2 s−1] × 10−10 1 0.9 1.4
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Fig. 4. Hot air in situ sampling allowed direct access to the concentration of volatile
Cr-species. The quantity of Cr in air can be related to Cr-evaporation from the source
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nd to Cr-accumulation as cathode poison. Cr evaporation rates calculated from
xidation studies of BoP alloys, hot air sampling and post-test analyses all correlate
ell.

es. Indeed, Stanislowski et al. [25] report 4 �g cm−2 for degradation
ates of 1% kh−1, considering that the evaporated Cr-content from

 MIC, of equal surface compared to the cell, is totally trapped by
he latter. The study of Menzler et al. [26], who correlated degrada-
ion rates to Cr-accumulation in cathodes for a dozen stack-tests,

entions 15 �g cm−2 for tests with less than 1.5% kh−1 degradation
averaged value). However, previous studies [2,24] pointed out the
mportant difference between global and local degradation rates of

 repeat-element. Local distribution of pollutant species [1] could
e related to local degradation rates, whereas the low-degraded
reas were mainly free of contamination.

.2. Other contamination

Scale composition is however not only limited to chromia. Dur-
ng oxidation, the scale composition evolves from a chromia-rich
tructure to a Cr/Mn-containing spinel type phase, reducing Cr-
vaporation.

Fig. 5 shows the surface structure of a chromia oxide scale,
ith characteristic hexagonal-shaped plates, observed after 50 h

xidation on grade 1.4828 alloy. At longer oxidation times, as the
n-content in the oxide scale increases, a structure transition from

hromia plates into pyramidal spinel structures is observed. Fig. 6
llustrates a surface view of 1.4828 alloy after 500 h oxidation, with

 coarsened structure.
Elemental analyses of oxide scales were performed by EDS

urface scans adjusting acceleration potential to minimize signal
ontribution from the sub-scale bulk alloy. The evolution of the
xide scale composition for the studied alloys is reported in Fig. 7.
or all three alloys, the Mn-content increases with time and stabi-
izes.

The oxide scales are tending towards the following compo-

itions: (Cr0.7Mn0.3)3O4, (Cr0.8Mn0.2)3O4 and (Cr0.75Mn0.25)3O4,
or grade 1.4828, 1.4849 and Incoloy 800 alloys, respectively.
n the case of Incoloy 800, contrary to the predicted forma-
ion of internal TiO2 sub-scale precipitates, Ti was found in

ig. 5. Hexagonal-shaped crystal plates, characteristic of a chromia scale, are
bserved on grade 1.4828 alloy surface after 50 h oxidation at 800 ◦C.
Fig. 6. Surface view of grade 1.4828 alloy after 500 h oxidation at 800 ◦C showing
pyramidal-shaped crystals characteristic for Cr,Mn-spinels.

the scale, suggesting formation of (Cr,Mn)2Ti3O4 on the surface
[22].

The oxide scales on all three alloys presented a tendency to
delaminate; simple manipulations of oxidized alloy samples lead
to spallation of the scale. Fig. 8 shows a low magnification view
of an alloy surface with delaminated scale. Nevertheless, delami-
nated regions allowed EDS analyses on both scale remnants (dark
regions) and sub-scale surfaces (light grey regions).

In the latter, high concentrations of Si are observed, as shown
in Table 2. Si-rich sub-scale phases are known to enhance scale
delamination upon thermal variations, as the thermal expansion
coefficient (TEC) is different for scale (Cr2O3 ∼ 8.5 × 10−6 K−1) and
sub-scale layers (SiO2 ∼ 0.5 × 10−6 K−1; alloy ∼ 15 × 10−6 K−1) [27].
The sub-scale phase is expected to be amorphous SiO2, as reported
by Bauer et al. [27]; the absence of grain-boundaries (fast diffusion)
should lead to slow-growing chromia layers.

As scale delamination exposes Si-rich sub-scale alloy surfaces
to the hot air flux in BoP components, high temperature alloys
are supposed to be sources of Si-contamination in SOFC testing.
Such observations were done before by Kaus et al. [28], where a
1.77% Si-containing furnace tube material was  a source of Si poi-
soning for oxygen membranes. Si-rich sub-scale phases result from
internal oxidation of Si and segregation of Si-phases at the inter-
face [22]. Si-containing volatile species evaporate from SiO2 in the
form of hydroxides and oxyhydroxides as described in the literature
[14,29,30], according mainly to the following reaction, at temper-
ature ranges of 800–1000 ◦C.

SiO2 + 2H2O(g) ↔ Si(OH)4(g) (11)

Nevertheless, Kaus et al. reported the difficulty of Si identifi-
cation by EDS in strontium (Sr) containing materials due to the
overlap of Sr L� and Si K� X-ray emission lines, which are at 1.806
and 1.740 keV, respectively.

In this study, the post-test acidic dissolution of strontium
allowed bypassing the difficulty of Si identification by EDS. Fig. 9

shows a characteristic pattern of Si-distribution within the zirco-
nia remnants of the cathode, following the airflow, which allows to
distinguish between Si as bulk impurity [31–34] and exogenous Si
as pollutant; its source is located upstream of the airflow [1,2].

Table 2
Si concentration [% at] measured by EDS scans of sub-scale layers on alloy surface
regions with delaminated oxide scales.

Time [h] 50 100 200 500

1.4828 3.99 3.96 3.91 4.15
1.4849 nd nd 3.64 4.64
Incoloy 800 nd nd 4.98 3.82
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ig. 7. Evolution with time of oxide scale composition of grade (a) 1.4828, (b) 1.484
Cr0.75Mn0.25)3O4, spinel-type compositions, respectively.

As expected after post-test observation, volatile Si species were
lso revealed by the analyses of hot air samples: 34 �g m−3 Si was
easured. Such an amount of Si would correspond to a Si accu-
ulation in the cell of 70 mg  for 1900 h operation (Si was  not yet

uantified in post-test analyses), and to an evaporation rate of JSi
.5 × 10−10 kg m−2 s−1, when considering all Si stemming from the
oP alloys.

However, this result far exceeds the expected evapora-
ion rates [14,28–30].  Indeed, considering evaporation of Si-
etraoxyhydroxide from SiO2, using thermodynamic date from

uillemin [24] who extracted an equilibrium constant (Eq. (13))
rom Jacobson and Opila’s results [14,29,30],  the equilibrium par-
ig. 8. High Si-concentrations in sub-scale layers fragilize alloy/sub-scale and sub-
cale/scale interfaces. This low magnification SEM image presents an oxide scale
dark grey) that partially delaminated exposing Si-rich sub-scale surface (light grey).
(c) Incoloy 800 alloys; the scale tends towards (Cr0.7Mn0.3)3O4, (Cr0.8Mn0.2)3O4 and

tial pressure of Si(OH)4 under the cathode air-inlet conditions, can
be calculated according to the following equation:

pSi(OH)4
= KSi(OH)4

× p2
H2O (12)

log KSi(OH)4
= −2857.84 × T−1 − 3.53 (13)

which equals pSi(OH)4
= 2 × 10−12atm. This would correspond to an

evaporation rate of 7.3 × 10−15 kg m−2 s−1. Therefore, Si contami-
nation from Si-species is expected in other forms than Si(OH)4.

Filtering the laboratory air did not reveal traces of Si that could
stem from silicone oil and rubber or siloxane greases, as reported
in literature [35,36]. On the other hand, atmospheric particular

matter (PM) from environmental air, which is a complex mixture
of elemental and organic carbon, ammonium, nitrates, sulfates,
trace elements, water and mineral dust [37], might pass mechan-
ical filtering. However, in this case, a maximum contribution of

Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of Si observed by EDS on zirconia remnants after cathode
dissolution in acid. The low magnification surface view shows Si to follow the airflow
pattern (air-entry on the left).
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Fig. 10. When sulfur reacts within the CCL, LSC decomposes (Eq. (14)) into Co3O4.
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Fig. 11. Silicon and sulfur were revealed as air side contaminants in SOFC testing.
fter  dissolution of the cathode in acid, Co3O4 is observed in zirconia remnants and
ollows the pattern of the airflow, as shown by this EDS mapping, indicating the
ource of sulfur contamination to be located upstream of the cell.

bout 1 �g m−3 Si (calculated from mineral dust composition:
i = 1.89Al + 1.66Mg + 1.21K + 1.40Ca + 1.43Fe + 2.14Si) is expected
37].

Nevertheless, Si influences both electrolyte and electrode per-
ormance, limiting oxygen exchange reactions [6,32,35,36], as Si
orms insulating amorphous low-melting eutectics with alkaline
nd alkaline rare-earth (RE) elements [14,28,34,38,39]. Rare-earth
isilicates, in the form of RESi2O5 and RESi2O7, are found in the

iterature [14,39],  including La-silicate [34] and Sr-silicate Sr2SiO4
27]; on the other hand, formation of ZrSiO4 is reported to be unfa-
orable under SOFC operation conditions [32].

Delaminations in the cathode, upon silicate formation, are
xpected because of differences in TECs [38]. However, TEC values
or RE-disilicates are not available in the open literature [39].

Backhaus-Ricoult [31] suggests that the bulk Si impurity level in
eramic powders is sufficient to produce full coverage of an elec-
rolyte surface with a monolayer of silica; in the present study,
evere Si-contamination from exogenous sources was  shown.
lready small coverage of Si can hinder oxygen exchange on elec-

rolyte surfaces, as the oxygen-sticking factor on cathode materials
s low at SOFC operation temperatures [31]. The influence of Si in
OFC testing has to be considered, as its presence is ubiquitous
40]; different Si-contamination levels may  be responsible for the
isagreement in the literature related to the behavior of air side
omponents.

Similar to the observation of Si-pollution within the cathode,
he effect of sulfur on the latter is shown in Fig. 10.  Sulfur reacts
ith LSC from the CCL, according to the following equation [1]:

La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 + 3SO2 + 1/2O2 ↔ 3SrSO4 + Co3O4 + 3LaCoO3

(14)

here LSC decomposes into strontium sulfate SrSO4, lanthanum-
obaltite LaCoO3 (LC) and cobalt oxide Co3O4. The latter is observed
n Fig. 10 and follows the airflow pattern, whereas the perovskites
SM, LSC and LC have been dissolved. The source of sulfur pollution
as thus located upstream of the cell.

Moreover, the in situ hot air sampling experiment enabled to
etermine an amount of 6 �g m−3 sulfur in the hot air flux; this
ould correspond to an accumulation of 14 mg  sulfur in the cath-

de after 1900 h testing. Compressed air filtering revealed sulfur
n combination with organic material, indicating the laboratory air

o be the source of sulfur, conveying 12 ppb SO2. Amounts around
0 ppb of SO2 are typical for Swiss urban air (daily measured by the
wiss Office for the Environment FOEN) and is close to the amount
f sulfur measured in this work.
Quantitative data was  so far only given by the in situ hot air sampling analysis.
The symbols indicate whether a contamination source was  identified upstream the
contamination accumulations in the cathode or not.

Fig. 11 summarizes analysis-locations where Si and sulfur were
revealed as air side contamination. Additional air contaminants
were measured at different analysis-locations including sodium,
potassium and chlorine; these foreign elements were reported, as
air side contaminants, in other studies [10,26].  Alkaline species
were shown to act in degradation chain mechanisms on the air side,
as they promote the formation of eutectics [3,4]. The laboratory air
can convey inorganic salts, in particular by its water content, as
the salts are absorbed to form aqueous solutions when the humid-
ity in air reaches the deliquescence point [37]. As analyses on the
compressed air showed only 5% RH, further studies are ongoing to
access the sources of these pollutant species.

6. Conclusion

Severe air side contamination by pollutant species generated in
system components, as well as supplied by external sources, was
revealed in this study. Regarding Cr-contamination, it was shown
that the BoP saturates the air with Cr-vapor species. Moreover, this
concentration could be measured in-situ in the hot air flux, and
was well correlated to Cr accumulations in a cell tested within the
system.

SOFC components and button cells are often tested in inert
setups where Cr-poisoning is avoided by the absence of BoP sys-
tem parts. Even in such an approach, unexpected contamination
sources are introduced; for instance, a thermocouple in proximity
of the cathode was  shown to be a source of Cr-poisoning [41].

However, different behaviors are observed for cells, short stacks
and stacks; the most important difference is their thermal environ-
ment. SOFC testing in stack configuration is necessary especially
when testing durability issues and longevity. In such conditions,
air-side contamination stemming from BoP components as well as
from the air itself was confirmed in the present work, emphasizing
the priority of Cr reduction from BoP when Cr protection from MICs
is adequate, as already stated in a previous study [2].

Protection, filtering and trapping are hence necessary features
that have to be integrated in the design of SOFC test benches. Test-
ing in an inert setup with the possibility to change a single BoP
component at a time is another interesting option [26].

Finally, the analyses on air-filters answered the requested need
of analyzing the compressed air [10]; such strategies are suggested
to reduce the laboratory specific nature of SOFC component behav-
ior, which is mainly due to impurities [6].
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